The Love Of Four Colonels' Plays Tonight and Saturday

ITSA Appoints New Committee to Constitution

With the destruction of the old fraternity row an era is brought to a close at Illinois Tech. Fraternity row consisted of six old mansions, which were constructed at the turn of the century by millionaires.

With the destruction of the old fraternity row an era is brought to a close at Illinois Tech. Fraternity row consisted of six old mansions, which were constructed at the turn of the century by millionaires. As far back as 1887 Rothschild of E. Rothschild and Sons owned the former TX house. In 1880 the former Pi Kappa house was owned by an artist named Me...
'Seat of Pants' Engineering Should Not Dominate

by Dale Rofman

It is heartening to see that measures are in progress to map out some concrete goals and plans for the future of Illinois Tech. This is especially crucial now in light of the crisis (whether some members of the administration will admit it is not) of the University of Illinois' building a full-scale campus in Chicago.

Dale

Assuming this task of charting Illinois Tech's future is the Committee for Institutional Planning. The thirteen members of this group, representing most phases of the institute's activities, are presently engaged in a rather intensive program of gaining an overall knowledge of Illinois Tech's problems and general structure as well as its future potential.

Members of the committee are personally talking with department heads, other members of the faculty and administration, and even a few students, to gain a basis of information for analysis of the institute's needs. With the vigor and interest most of the planners seem to have, I expect some good things will come out of their efforts.

One thing is disturbing, however. Dr. Martin Elliott, who is chairman of the committee as well as academic vice-president of the institute, gave some of his personal ideas on the school's future at a recent lecture to the local chapter of the American Association of University Professors. Most of his ideas seem quite sound, with the exception of his advocacy emphasis on training the "seat of the pants type engineer." He also mentioned that it is the immediate superior, President Rettalda, who says that he would especially like to see Illinois Tech become a virtual MIT of the mid-west. This hope, I am sure, is shared by most of us, including Dr. Elliott. But what then, does Elliott mean by training the seat of the pants engineer?

I take this to mean an engineer with a good, solid working knowledge of his specific field—and little else. This kind of engineer is good at solving problems with which he is familiar, but has neither the imagination nor the discipline of real understanding of concepts necessary to do something truly new and worthwhile.

In other words, he is the proverbial drafting board creak.

Religious Unity Shows Gain In Sophistication of World

by George

A long document written in Church Latin released several weeks ago has shaken the religious world to its foundations and its effects have been spreading throughout the civilized world as the document is implemented. The particular thesis that has caused the controversy is the papal encyclical, which among other things states the changes in long-standing Roman Catholic doctrine.

The most profound of these recommendations made by the pope was the unity of the Church. Already two episcopal high clergykins have had papal audiences to discuss the problems of unification. In New Delhi in the coming weeks, the World Ecumenical Congress will begin work along these lines.

Unification of all Christians has obstacles that perhaps are the greatest created by man. Primarily, many of these are the feeling among men that their religion is the only one and other very carefully taught prejudices. Intra-religion hate has been standard fare for centuries brought up in church-oriented homes. A lot of fixed ideas will have to change and the members of the Christian community.

The papal statement reveals a rare, yet radical change in policy that is "modernizing" the Roman Catholic dogma. Churches of all types are re-evaluating their roles in modern society. Some of the top thinkers of our time are in religious circles and are trying to evolve a new direction for religion.

The advent of scientific method and enrichment of physical living standards has changed the old naturalistic ideas of religion and made them obsolete. People no longer worship God because they want the weather to be good. This simplification serves only to illustrate that the concepts of religion have changed as the culture becomes sophisticated. Preachers such as the "Elders of the Gentry" are no longer accepted.

People tend to listen to logic. Hence the thinkers are needed by religion.

The twentieth century will be known not only for the atomic bomb but for the advances in thinking in science and religion which go hand in hand. As Europe tries to unite economically and culturally, overcoming almost insurmountable barriers, the religious world is striving to do the same.

Glorious Agony Is Ultimate Goal

Of Tech Financial Wizards

Technology News has decided to have a contest. The contestants must find some area of Illinois Tech that is treated in a more biased manner than student financial allocations.

Two weeks ago the ITSA treasurer from five student organizations accounted to the president being that it appeared that there was no money in the accounts. In some cases the money was actually there but the business office of Illinois Tech had no records of the money and in fact didn't seem to know anything about the students money. There appeared to be no record of student organization deposits.

With the business office's usual time it appears that this issue is one of those areas which just slides from one major crisis to another. As a result of all the problems, each person who thinks he's losing the battle faces cuts and does not make the grand effort to improve the situation within their particular domain. Finally, all concerned longevity in the agony and suffer gloriously leaving no time for looking to the future.
Clubs Set Meets For Coming Week

**Carol Sings**

The Chapel Congregation and Ceministic Foundation will jointly sponsor a card sing December 10, at 8 p.m. in the campus chapel.

Newman Club

Wednesday, Father Ferigio spoke to the Newman Club on the importance and role of Compe-

tent Catholic Professionals." The meeting will be held in Commonbe basement Wednesday at 5 p.m.

Coffee will be served.

Rifle Club

The Illinois Tech rifle club will meet Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. in the gym office. All students interested in target shooting are invited to attend.

Juniors

The Junior Class is sponsoring an all school splash party today at the Sheraton Towers Hotel, 705 N. Michigan. Dancing and ping-

Tech News

Applications for the editorship of Technology News are to be given to Lauren Hillquist, 3341 Wolbus, due by 6 p.m. Tuesday.

Peaks at the Greeks

The Greek Tragedy," at the house tomorrow night. Delta Tau Delta pledges plan a formal dance called "An Evening in New Orleans" at the house, also set for tomorrow night.

Pledges of Phi Kappa Sigma

HUB Art Show Features Works of Seven Artists

by Vicki Scalan

Sixteen abstract oil paintings by seven artists comprise the current art exhibit in the HUB. The collection was loaned by the Fair- weather-Hardin Gallery of Chicago for November 19 through December 20.

Among the more noteworthy paintings is one entitled "Aba-

lors," a biblical scene, by Joyce Timman which has been shown at the Art Institute of Chicago, the Whitney Museum of New York, and has toured with the Amer-

can Federation of Arts Clubs.

The painters, all from Chicago except Elvio Buonori of Italy, are Joseph Scott Baslaw, Arthur Over, Eleanor Corn, Roger Barnes, Max Kahn, and Harry Brody.

Details of one of the hung in current exhibit.

According to Rosanne Baros, Union Board Exhibition Director all the paintings are for sale or rent from the Gallery.

The Exhibits Committee has planned a water color and sculpture show for January, followed by displays of works by Paul Weighardt and Margarette Ho-

fenberg. They also hope to have student works exhibited in the basement, and either faculty owned or faculty-created works displayed as a regular monthly exhibit.

Student contributions are solicited.

On Girls

If she's a freshman: She thinks things learned in college leave one intelligent.

If she's a sophomore: She thinks things learned in college leave one fairly intelligent.

If she's a junior: She thinks things learned in college leave one so intelligent enough.

If she's a senior: She thinks things learned in college leave one.

O’Artmann

Thursday

And if I loved you. . .

Well, what is that to you?

I don’t love you Tuesday.

So much is free.

And why you come complaining

Is more than I can see.

I love you Wednesday—

yes—but what

is that to me?

Edna St. Vincent Millay

Definition

Politics, n. A smile of internecine magnanimity as a cover of principles. The conduct of public affaiors for private advantage.

Ambrose Bierce

DOBACOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!

LENDED MILD - NOT FILTERED MILD - THEY SATISFY!

SIC FLICS

fraternity needs kind of mascot...
Dear Mr. Rossman:
I differ with you on your editorial of 17 November. In it you stated

Recalls Promise

Dear Sir:
In Tech News’ last issue of last semester (Nov 26, 1961; Vol. 69, No. 28) the Letters to the Editor column Dan Backman, ITSA Vice-President, and Edward Konka, ITSA Independent Representative, stated:

“...At the first ITSA meeting of next fall, we will make the motion below. We move that ITSA join NSA for one year...”

This was never done, and instead a committee chaired by Janet Sharp was formed to investigate other Student Associations which ITSA could join. (Seeking those groups which would not tend to be as liberal as NSA) No report from this committee has yet been given; therefore there are many students who associate ITSA could affiliate itself with quite safely. These are:

1. Intervarsity Society of Individualists (ISI), which is academic and theoretically oriented.
2. Young Americans for Freedom (YAF), a right-wing organization.
3. Committee for a Responsible National Student Organization (CRNSO), founded at Harvard.
4. Students for a Responsible National Representation (SCANS), headquartered in Northeastern University.
5. A new Midwestern Student Organization, dedicated to the problems of student government and educational progress, which is in the process of formation.

These are all conservative groups. Sincerely yours,

Marilyn Skvortz

clubs set meets for coming week

Carol Sings

The Chapell Congregation and Messiah Foundation will jointly sponsor a carol sing December 10, at 8 p.m., in the campus chapel.

Newman Club

Wednesday, Father Perige will speak to the Newman Club on the importance and role of Competent Catholic Professionalism.

The meeting will be held in Com- mons basement Wednesday at 5 p.m. Coffee will be served.

Rifle Club

The Illinois Tech rifle club will meet Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. in the gym. All students interested in target shooting are invited to attend.

Junior Splash

The Junior Class is sponsoring an all-school splash party tonight at the Sheraton Towers Hotel, 505 N. Michigan. Dancing and ping pong.

Tech News

Applications for the editorial of Technology News are to be given to Lauren Wainip, 3349 S. Wabash, due by 6 p.m. Tuesday.

Peeks at the Greeks

DZ pledges to engage in female “slave trade”

Barb Berndt

Pinnings and pledge parties are the main activities of this week, as a pre-Christmas holl days descends upon the Illinois Tech campus. Two formal dances and an unusual “slave auction” fill the social gap.

Sincerely,

Michael N. Stoich

HUB Art Show Features Works of Seven Artists

By Vicki Scallon

Sixteen abstract oil paintings by seven artists comprise the current art exhibit in the HUB. The collection was loaned by the Fair- mounth-Hurlbut Gallery of Chi- cago for November through

UB Announces New Committee for Publicity

The Union Board announces the formation of a new committee whose express purpose will be to publicize the Union Board itself.

As an addition to the public re- sponsibility committee, by John Malo, the committee will publish a magazine featuring the HUB, its facilities, activities, and structure, and upcoming events. Tentative plans call for the publication of the magazine in January and in the beginning of each following semester, prob- ably during Orientation Week, ac- cording to Malo.

Student contributions are solicited.

FIC LIGS

21 GREAT TOMATOES MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
AGED MILD-BLENDED MILD - NOT FILTERED MILD - THEY SATISFY

"Every fraternity needs some kind of mascot."

—Harpo Marx, DZ Pledge

December 20.

January's more noteworthy paintings is one entitled "Abu- luo", a biblical scene, by Joyce Trimm which has been shown at the Art Institute of Chicago, the Whitney Museum of New York, and has been exhibited in the American Federation of Arts Clubs.

The prints, all from Chicago except Enzo Ferrari of Italy, are Joseph Scott Welford, Arthur Cox, Eleanor Con, Roger Barlow, Max Kahn, and Harry Borchth.

Tributary to a Sacs Life

Excellent opportuni- ties in a conven- tion who attends the admission price to compare to advance theatre. ticket in the play is in preparation for the direction, regardless of the ticket has been in a night for the game, the game, the game, has this preparation of the play will be a well- planned pellin-

the, the drama encourage them to put on a show. They are the drama, and TV work and "Technology News", not only for the game, but because they know they will enjoy it thoroughly.

The Goal of my Goals

One of the most Hawthorne's ideas is for student money. It is effective in the time, yet a time of these aroused one from the problems, each affecting the other Winners, but no one thought of improving our particular do- arrive lounges in ignorance of the future.

Save the Date: December 21, 1961

By Vicki Scallon
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As an addition to the public re- sponsibility committee, by John Malo, the committee will publish a magazine featuring the HUB, its facilities, activities, and structure, and upcoming events. Tentative plans call for the publication of the magazine in January and in the beginning of each following semester, prob- ably during Orientation Week, ac- cording to Malo.

Student contributions are solicited.
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AGED MILD-BLENDED MILD - NOT FILTERED MILD - THEY SATISFY

"Every fraternity needs some kind of mascot."

—Harpo Marx, DZ Pledge

December 20.

January's more noteworthy paintings is one entitled "Abu- luo", a biblical scene, by Joyce Trimm which has been shown at the Art Institute of Chicago, the Whitney Museum of New York, and has been exhibited in the American Federation of Arts Clubs.

The prints, all from Chicago except Enzo Ferrari of Italy, are Joseph Scott Welford, Arthur Cox, Eleanor Con, Roger Barlow, Max Kahn, and Harry Borchth.
Second City's Ad Libs
Reveal Lack of Polish

“Alarums and Excursions” is the name of the current assortment of pantomimes and improvisations being offered at the Second City cabaret-theater.

On a night just before Thanksgiving, however, the cast presented one of their occasional off-beat shows in which they did nothing but improvised skits around topics suggested by the audience. This can perhaps reveal more about the talent and imagination of the actors than a regularly planned evening’s entertainment.

Topics ranged from the daily life of a pure mathematician and how to stay a bachelor to such things as “Shoot Your Neighbors and Save Your Bomb Shelter.”

The creativity of the players was well demonstrated by an impromptu skit of a night in an isolated Labrador bear defense unit. The technicians spot a bear on the radar screen traveling at 90 feet, 45 miles per hour. After repeated attempts, the bear runs away, but the LORAC, which is a target, keeps sending a message, allegedly on the standard operating procedures.

When after the minute is filled, a scratchy but audible voice is heard on the radio: “Ho, ho, ho, O’Danile, on Prancer, . . .”

Their ability to work together and ad-lib skillfully, however, is not as well developed as was that of the original Second City players. Often they hesitated, trying to think of what to say, failed to co-operate in developing some ideas, or resorted to clothes and trivia when at a loss for words.

Tech’s Abominable Snowman Makers to Match Talent

The first annual Snow Sculpture Contest, sponsored by the Union board, will take place on the day or evening of the first snowfall of four inches or the accumulation of six or more inches of snow during the school year.

The contest is open to any group in Tech Center. Entries must be submitted by 5 p.m. Monday to the HUB office. Judges will notify entrants as soon as the date and time are known. These factors depend on the accuracy of the weather reports and may be anywhere from a few hours to a few days, according to Tom Taylor, UB team tournament chairman.

Correction

The following is a corrected report of expenditures for this year’s Integral Ball. Total cost: $3094.30. Income from sale of 357 bids: $560.50. Net loss: $1940.80. Twenty-five complimentary bids were distributed.

MARY EPSTEIN, freshman architecture major, displays cute smile for Technology News photographer.

I Don’t Know, Marty . . . What Do You Want to Do?

by Pete Skene

Marty goes to the movies this week. The following listing does not give the theatre where the picture is showing. The delay between the writing of this column, and its reaching you is too great to make a list of locations accurate. The list, then, will have to serve mainly as a guide to what is current, and the general story line of these presentations:

Romanoff and Juliet, Peter Utinov’s film of his comic play, stars Utinov in a story hinging on the love between the children of Russian and American playmates.

Joshua Logan’s version of the original French trilogy, Fanny, by Marcel Pagnol, stars Maurice Chevalier, Charles Boyer, Leslie Caron, and Horst Buchholz.

Come September, a light-hearted comedy, placed against a background of the French Riviera, stars Glynis Johns, Richard Attenborough, and Richard Burton.

Audrey Hepburn stars in the modern play in Breakfast at Tiffany’s, the film version of a novel by Truman Capote. Also in the principal cast are George Peppard, Patricia Neal, Mickey Rooney, Buddy Ebsen, and Martin Balsam.

Set in modern day Greece, Never on Sunday, details a section of the life of one of the indigenous street walkers. The comedy stars Melina Mercouri and Jules Dassin, who wrote and directed the movie.

A large assortment of gladiators, lions, emperors, and other essential creatures in addition to Kirk Douglas, Peter Utinov, Laurence Olivier, and Charles Laughton, appear in the movie version of Spartacus, a rather loose adaptation of it historical tale.

The Young Doctor, a portrayal of just what the title suggests, makes you wonder what the hospital do between doctors’ fights and emergencies. Stars are Frederic March and Ben Gazzara.

The Guns of Navarone, Carl Foreman’s story of British heroes during the Second World War, stars Gregory Peck, David Niven, and Anthony Quinn.

King of Kings, another Hollywood version of the Bible (suitably rewritten, of course) stars Jeffrey H. Hunter, and Siobhan McKenna among others, in the story of the life of Christ.

I Read Tech News!

In over 100 countries people get that refreshing new feeling with Coke!

SHIRTS beautifully
LAUNDERED

For lasting freshness and neatness
“FAST” Service on Laundry
And Dry Cleaning
QUALITY WORK
EXPERT TAILORING
Pressing While U-Wait
And All Laundry Services

III. TECH. CLEANERS
(In the Commons Building)

Hours:
Dally 7:30 to 6 P.M.
Sat. 7:30 to 3 P.M.
CA-5-9500
Extn. 2205

Up and Coming

STUDENTS — FACULTY:
TYPING: Standard or Executive IBM.
MULTI-LITH PRINTING: Mimeographing.
Also: Folders, Banners, Newletters.
rapid, accurate — dependable. HY 3-4841

Pub Board To
Appoint Editor Of Tech News

Publications board announced at their meeting, November 21, that at their meeting next Tuesday they will appoint the editor of this Tech News for the forthcoming semester, subject to approval by ITSA.

The Tech Center director, which was originally to be released on the 1st of November, will not come out now until the coming week. To keep the directory from running “in the red,” the price will probably be raised to 30 cents next year.

Pete Skene announced that next semester the board will meet on December 19, 1961.

Paul Finkel was voted new corresponding secretary for the board by a whiteboard vote.
Marlboro campus favorite in all 50 states!

...It's a top seller at colleges from U.S.C. to Yale
...and 1st in the Flip-Top box in every single state

If you think you're seeing more Marlboro men lately, you're right. More than 25,000 smokers all over the country are switching to Marlboro every month!

You'll know why when you try them. Marlboro is the filter cigarette with the unfiltered taste. The secret of the flavor is the famous Marlboro recipe from Richmond, Virginia...and the pure white Selectrate filter that goes with it.

Try Marlboro and judge for yourself. On or off campus, you get a lot to like.

Flip-Top box or King-size pack
New South Expressway Under Construction; Opening in '62

by Jim Thompson

The major construction activity of the city's expressway system is now being focused on the South Expressway, which passes just west of the Illinois Tech campus. The South Expressway will connect the Loop with the expressways further south. It will intersect just south of the Loop. In the Loop, the South Expressway will divide into two branches. The Calumet branch will meet the Calumet Expressway at One hundred-third street. The Beverly branch will reach Ashland ave. at One hundred-fifth street and will continue south from there.

The expressway is expected to open by the end of 1962. When it is completed, entrances and exits will be located near Illinois Tech. There will be a north-bound exit at Thirty-sixth and a north-bound entrance at Thirty-fifth street. The south-bound entrance will be located at Thirty-fifth and the exit at Thirty-fourth street.

Also included in the plans are provisions for moving the rapid transit service from the campus to the median strip of the South Expressway.

TEMPORARY RE ROUTING has already been constructed to enable work on the overpasses to the new southwest expressway. Included in the project is a plan to run the EJ along the median such as is now done on Congress expressway.

Convair Releases Free Hour Films

A new series of files, released by the Convair Company, will continue the Thursday free hour movies for the remainder of the semester. Union board sponsors the free-admission films. Nuclear Fears, the film for Thursday, deals with the unexplained central problem of nuclear physics concerning the nature of the origin of nuclear forces. Dr. Edward Tellier's account covers the "liquid-drop model" and the "shell model" and extends to theories of the origin of these forces in atomic fields.

The presentation set for December 14 is Controlled Thermonuclear Reactions, moderated by Dr. Charles L. Critchfield. Critchfield outlines the basic processes involved in the reactions and discusses problems in the production and control of these reactions on earth.

Dr. C. D. Spencer will appear in Inertial Guidance—Basic Theory, using a series of charts, Spencer explains inertial guidance as a development of modern technology which provides self-contained systems for vehicles of all kinds, air and free space.

Scholarship Applications Now Available

Applications for spring semester scholarships are now available in the dean of student's office, and must be returned by December 11, in order to receive consideration.

Subscribe Now at Half Price*

You can read this world-famous daily newspaper for the rest of the year for $5.50, just half the regular subscription rate.

Get top news coverage. Enjoy special features. Clip for reference work.

Send your order today. Enclose check or money order. Use coupon below.

2600 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR

I enclose $ in order to receive the Christian Science Monitor for the rest of the year (6 months $5.50, 1 year $11)

Name

Address

City State Zip

*Fees for mailing include 71 cents for student, faculty members, and other libraries.

ITSA

Continued from first page

A free hour was set for Wednesday, December 13, from 11 a.m. to noon for campus speakers in the HUB auditorium. Senior class president Ray Van Horn announced that students could pick up their rings in February during registration.

UB President Ron Holm announced that HUB activities desks had been assigned and the activities involved would be able to pick up their keys in the HUB office. In his report, Dean Godzicki announced that the HUB radiotower has officially been renamed "The Bug" by the administration.

The annual faculty versus ITSA Board of Control basketball game will take place at 7 p.m. December 9 in the gym, prior to the Homecoming game. A reception for Dean Holm will take place from 7 to 9 p.m. December 14 in the HUB ballroom.

Public Relations Committee chairman John Kinas announced that there were openings on his committee for anyone interested.

HUB Room Assignments

132 Pabst Student Union
125 Technology News
136 Integrated
127 Lathrop
126 Recreational Facilities
142 American Institute of Chemical Engineers
141 American Institute of Architects
140 American Institute of Electrical Engineers
142 American Institute of Chemical Engineers
141 American Institute of Architects
140 American Institute of Electrical Engineers
Elliott Briefs Professors On Institute's Future, Favors Training of 'Seat of Pants Engineers'
ARF Gives R & D Statistic Study

Armour Research Foundation announced that, according to a statistic study, approximately 25 percent of the total dollars spent annually by US industries for research and development are being spent in the Midwest.

Total dollars spent by US industries on research in fiscal 1960 exceeded $9.2 billion, of which $2.3 billion was spent in the Midwest. Projected figures for fiscal 1961 indicate that $10.8 billion will be spent nationally and $2.5 billion spent in the Midwest.

There are two major industries in which research and development efforts in the Midwest are relatively small. These are the electrical machines and instruments industries, where only 10 percent of national total sales place in the Midwest. The reason for this situation is that the major electrical companies are in the East, and laboratories are usually located near top management headquarters.

The ARF study consisted largely of data analysis, and the development of a large amount of primary data obtained through the analysis of samples of the listing of more than 3,000 industrial research laboratories included in the National Council's Directory.

1961 Integral Editor Tells of Delays

Illinois Tech's yearbook for 1960-61 has been delayed by many difficulties which have yet to be corrected. In September, the Pub Board appointed Mike Willett to try to iron out these difficulties and get the yearbook organized so that it can be printed.

The problems involved in putting out the yearbook stem from the disruption and failure to keep proper records by the yearbook personnel last year. The material which was intended for the 1960-61 Integral is incomplete as it stands now, and it is uncertain as to what became of the missing material, Willett said.

At the present time, Willett is trying to locate the missing portions of the yearbook so that the book can be printed. Willett said, "We may still be able to locate the missing parts, but if we are unsuccessful, there will still be a yearbook."

"The yearbook will be compiled and distributed to the students by the end of this semester," according to Willett.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

SALUTE: BUZZ HONSAKER

In the exciting world of closed-circuit television, where cameras are trained on everything from a heavyweight title fight to a corporation's sales meeting, directing communications to the right "private" channel is everything; Supervising this important work is the job of Buzz Honsaker.

Just two years ago he was studying engineering in college.

Buzz Honsaker of Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Company, and the other young engineers like him in Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country, help make your communications service the finest in the world.

HUB Mailboxes Now Available

Mailboxes in the HUB will be assigned beginning Monday from 11 to 1 in room 130 of the HUB. These mailboxes are available to all organizations using the HUB.

Persons designated by their respective organization may rent the boxes at one dollar per day on Monday, Wednesday or Friday at the time listed above or at 12 to 2 p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday. Mail delivery to these boxes will start Monday also.

Man on the Street

Tech Students Challenge One Man UN Set

Question: The Russians once proposed a three-man secretariat for the United Nations in opposition to the US-supported one man secretariat. Do you think that a three-man secretariat is more advantageous?

"The Russians may have a point," said one man.

"I think it's a matter of expense," said another.

For all I know, the Russians could put three men in the UN set for the same price as the one man set."

Answers:

Bob Colten

"It doesn't matter who you are. For all I know, the Russians could put three men in the UN set for the same price as the one man set."

Alison Brannen

"It doesn't matter who you are. For all I know, the Russians could put three men in the UN set for the same price as the one man set."

Lillian Smith

"I think it's a matter of expense."

"I think that a three-man secretariat is more advantageous because a man will have to be elected every two years."

"With a three-man secretariat, everyone's opinion will count."

"The three-man secretariat will cost the same amount of money."

"In a three-man secretariat, every person's opinion will count."

Burb Hartman

"I think it's a matter of expense."

"I think that a three-man secretariat is more advantageous because a man will have to be elected every three years."

"The three-man secretariat will cost the same amount of money."

"In a three-man secretariat, every person's opinion will count."

"The three-man secretariat will cost the same amount of money."

Chemical Professor Gets Ehrenhaft Award

Dr. John S. Ehrenhaft, Illinois Institute of Technology professor of chemistry, has been named Ehrenhaft professor of chemistry by the American Chemical Society. Dr. Ehrenhaft was formerly a research professor at Clark University and has been a chemistry professor at the University of Illinois for the past 10 years. He has been a member of the American Chemical Society for many years and is a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
RF Gives R & D Statistic Study
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HUB Mailboxes Now Available

Mailboxes in the HUB will be assigned beginning Monday from 11 to 1 in room 130 of the HUB. These mailboxes are available to all organizations using the HUB. Persons designated by their respective organization may rent the keys at one dollar per key on Monday, Wednesday or Friday at the time listed above or at 12 to 2 p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday. Mail delivery to these boxes will start Monday also.

Men on the Street

Tech Students Choose One Man UN Secretariat

by Joe Fine

Question: The Russian once proposed a three man secretariat for the United Nations in opposition to the US-supported one man secretariat. Do you think that a three-man secretariat is more advantageous?

Answers

Bob Cohen

“It doesn’t matter to me. For all I care you can disband the whole United Nations. It could be nice if someone else besides the US paid for the upkeep. Whether you have three men or a one man secretariat, the UN is an obstruction which stops the US from doing more for world progress.”

Manuel Hernandez

“ME feel I am against a three man secretariat. The Russians have already to much progress with their votes. With a three man secretariat, you would be giving them an extra foothold.”

Lillian Brummel

“I think a three man secretariat is more advantageous because one man will always tend to lean toward one side. With a three man secretariat you have varying opinions.”

Buzz Wellington

“One man would get things done more quickly and efficiently. In a three man secretariat, argument always arises and in the end nothing is accomplished.”

Barb Harris

“With a three man secretariat, trouble arises in the selection of the three men. It could conceivably pass that all three would be either pro-west or pro-east. This would defeat the purpose of the UN.”

Chem Department Gets New Profs

Dr. John T. Rattalina announced the addition of three Illinois Tech faculty members. Dr. Kazuo Nakamoto was named associate professor of chemistry and Dr. Donald G. Gardner and Dr. Gerard Smith were named assistant professors of Chemistry. Dr. Nakamoto was recently an assistant professor of chemistry at Clark University. Dr. Gardner held the post of assistant professor of chemistry at the University of Arkansas, and prior to that was a chemist with Westinghouse. Dr. Smith was recently a research associate and instructor of chemistry at Northwestern University.

The BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

SALUTE: BUZZ HONSAKER

In the exciting world of closed-circuit television, where cameramen are trained to do everything from a heavy-weight title fight to a corporation’s sales meeting, directing communications to the right “private” channel is everything. Supervising this important work is the job of Buzz Honsaker. Just two years ago he was studying engineering in college.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

TUCSON, Ariz.

December 1, 1961

Final Exam

Conflict Info

In courses where there is more than one section, rooms provided will be assigned to sections by the department involved.

(a) Internal departmental conflicts - The department will make appropriate arrangements.

(b) Cross departmental conflicts - The student’s major department examination takes precedence.

(c) Cross departmental conflicts in service departments-Lower number course takes precedence.

(d) Cross departmental conflicts in service departments with courses of the same number. Department that first in alphabetical order takes precedence.

Building Info

AM—Alumni Hall

CB—Chemistry Building

CA—Carnegie Hall

CE—Civil Engineering Building

CH—Chapel Hall

CM—Crown Hall

EM—Economics-Mechanical Engineering Building

It’s what’s up...

FILTER-BLEND is your answer. Up front you get rich gold, and specially processed for your benefit.

WINSTON TASTE
Final Exams Follow Christmas Cheer

Conflict Info
In courses where there is more than one section, rooms provided will be assigned to the sections by the department involved.
(a) Internal departmental conflicts-The Department will make appropriate arrangements.
(b) Cross departmental conflicts-The student's major department examination takes precedence.
(c) Cross departmental conflicts in service departments-Lower number course takes precedence.
(d) Cross departmental conflicts in service departments with both courses of the same number. Department that is first in alphabetical order takes precedence.

Building Info
AM—Alumni Hall
CB—Chemistry Building
CA—Computer Hall
CE—Civil Engineering Building
CH—Chemical Hall
CR—Crane Hall
EM—Economics-Mechanic Building

Monday, January 22
8:10 a.m.
Lab 2

Friday, January 19
11:10 a.m.

It's what's up front that counts
FILTER-BLEND is yours in Winston and only Winston. Up front you get rich golden tobaccos specially selected and specially processed for filter smoking. Smoke Winston.
Erickson Holds Record
In Cypress Gardens, Florida.

Ted Erickson performed another
first in swimming while on his
vacation in the Cypress Gardens.
He had been planning to introduce
swimming along with water skiing as
the big sports at the Gardens. Since
no one has swum the 14 mile course
before Ted Erickson was asked if he
would like a week's vacation in return
for making an attempt at swimming the
distance.

The course was laid out
east and west of Lake Hefner in Winter-
slow, Florida and ended in the
Cypress Gardens. The total time
was 4 hours and 6 minutes. This
was through some "pretty wild"
water ways stated Erickson. While
alligators were present in the waters
he was not bothered he was faced
with several schlows and numerous
rocks which hampered his progress.
Despite these obstacles Ted
averaged about two
miles per hour and considered this
a sprint rather than a long distance
swim.

Another First
This was another first for the
now famous Erickson who plans to
swim the English Channel if he
can find a sponsor. Whether he
finds a sponsor or not he plans to
swim across Lake Michigan at a latitude of 41 degrees and
50 minutes. This represents a
distance of 44 miles in open water.

Erickson now holds the world's record for fresh water and
this new record would give him a
ever before equaled dual title
hold in long distance swimming.

Honor I Sponsors Dance;
Plays Weekend Festivities

Illinois Tech's homecoming
weekend, under the direction of
Honor I and ITSA promises to be
a "fun-filled" weekend for all
students according to Honor I
president, Chris Kruzeim.
The weekend's activities begin
with the Homecoming dance to be
held in the HUB ballrooms at
8:30 p.m. on saturday evening.
Attendees will be guests of honor
and the evening will be
highlighted by the announcement of
the Illinois Tech Homecoming
Queen.

PULLING NO PUNCHES,
Barbara, Glancy and Marnicich
pause in the controversial discussion to verbally reassess and
continue.